
Creators Statements

Jesse Ray Diamond (Director)

Short

When I first met Julian on the set of an AT&T and NBA commercial I directed, I
knew that there was so much more of his story that I wanted to hear. After talking to him
a few times over the span of a year, I knew I needed to capture a vignette of his story. I
saw so much talent and raw potential in him, and he was just starting to see it in
himself, I was confident that this version of Julian at this stage in his life needed to be
filmed.

Long

When I first met Julian on the set of an AT&T and NBA commercial I directed, I
knew that there was so much more of his story that I wanted to hear. After talking to him
a few times over the span of a year, I knew I needed to capture a vignette of his story. I
saw so much talent and raw potential in him, and he was just starting to see it in
himself, I was confident that this version of Julian, at this stage in his life needed to be
filmed.

Pre-production started with “How do we put this camera in places that
People don’t usually get to see, but still motivates the story?” I think we achieved the
perfect balance of purposeful, artful cinematography, without muddying up the film
making the audience confuse flashiness with exposition as we deliver new information.

Based off the slight introverted nature Julian has, I knew immediately when
creating the world for “The Workshop” it was going to be a “Man vs Self” story, and
instead of taking him out of his familiar world (his workshop) I wanted to keep him there,
because his familiar world is how Julian gets what he wants. The goal is for us to watch
him think out loud, and create his way out of the confrontations and internal/external
conflicts that all starts, and ends in The Workshop.



Lerry Kin (Cinematographer)

Short

For this shoot, we really wanted to bring authenticity and visual language to a
new level. We found a way to tell juul’s story in a rich cinematic form, and still keep the
story first

Long

When Jesse brought this concept up, I knew it was going to be a Great project.
Our Prepro was really all about the story. Finding out Juul’s process, seeing where the
story takes us and what our angle into it was. We wanted to make sure it was authentic
and not forced. And that was for everything: framing, composition, score, editing etc.
Once we had our Creative bible and boundaries we wanted to stay within, we had a
game plan.

Visually, we really wanted to shoot this in a way we’ve never seen before. Putting
the camera in places the audience hasn’t seen or felt. Given this piece a new and fresh
perspective that I think allows the audience to connect more, in a new way.


